Improving digital health services strategy using evidence to support community health care
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Abstract---Efforts to improve health evaluation strategies with the help of technology or so-called software applications to improve public services are an exciting issue to be reviewed. This study tries to obtain scientific evidence from various fires and viewpoints from various publication sources. We examine it with a phenomenological approach, and finally, we find very valid results to answer the problem. Based on the study and discussion results, we have obtained results, including efforts to increase digital health evaluation and the provision of comprehensive health services, which are believed to increase the effectiveness of accessibility, convenience, efficiency, and personalized services for every community. Experts say these strategies are technological innovations in health services that involve a digital-based service system. People who seek treatment can benefit from the cost-effectiveness of spending and other dangers that often occur before digital-based health innovations occur.
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Introduction

The COVID-19 pandemic does not seem like it has finished yet. All nations have made various efforts, as shown by the limitations and capacities of the medical staff in dealing with them (Al-Maroo et al., 2020). Because all diseases certainly impact public services and all components of human existence and development, be it the economy, schools, welfare, or socio-culture. Then again, it turns out that out of the many dire consequences of pandemics and other diseases, only one door has been opened (Fauzi et al., 2021). The Covid-19 pandemic has been shown to accelerate progressive changes in both treatment and how to handle it with the help of technology. Many disease studies and treatments are generally completed physically and are expected to be successful; However, the medical way must be completely changed to become more advanced and sophisticated because pandemics and other diseases are a real threat to public health. Online coordination meetings, web-based education, educational experiences, internet shopping, and counseling and treatment with specialist doctors or other health workers are increasingly carefully. For this reason, the presence of digitalization is an undeniable need. The law of every disease, including a pandemic, has accelerated the way treatment works and health services in general (Lazim et al., 2021).

The digitization of the health sector is essential in today's medical care. Welfare administration is one of the essential and essential types of administration (Ittefaq & Iqbal, 2018). The human development index is a sign of increasing the nature of human existence. One that is not fixated on the welfare component, especially the future. To be able to achieve the target of improving welfare. So that the welfare universe is also expected to follow the changing events and progress of the times, especially the change from the manual period to the computerized era (Botvinik-Nezer et al., 2020). The digitization of the health sector is divided into two. In general, the creators envisage that the digitization of welfare administration is divided into two essential parts: the administration's digitization and the welfare board's digitization. Digitization of health services is the most common way to digitize health care programs provided by health workers in health care institutions, whether in individual health efforts or public health efforts. By digitizing healthcare services, assuming some individuals have a medical condition and will have an interview and require therapy, there is a solid reason to meet with a specialist or other healthcare worker. However, it tends to be done on a digital support (Neumann et al., 2021).

In addition, by digitizing welfare administration, meetings or references for welfare administration should be possible on the web; This action is known as Telemedicine. General professionals in Primary Health Facilities can complete discussions with expert specialists at Advanced Referral Health Facilities by utilizing the web (Frennert, 2018). Digitizing board welfare incorporates the executive-run cycle of welfare digitization. All plank exercises are done with care. Everything is done carefully, starting from arranging, selecting information, stock of information, retrieval, and understanding. Likewise, checking and assessment are also carried out carefully at the implementation stage. The change from manual to computerized is not just changing from writing to composing. However, many things have also changed. This impacts mentality, changes in the
framework and human resources that must be provided, and different changes. Apart from these difficulties, towards the beginning of this period of change, there is also the application of happiness. Many applications are created and sent for execution. Sometimes a crossover occurs with the same request for information between one application and another so that the administrator in the medical service office does the same thing twice (Miner et al., 2014).

Health digitization can be implemented optimally because it is characterized by broad, advanced well-being depicting computerized data, information, and correspondence innovations to collect, share, and dissect health data to work on sustainable health and medical care delivery (Dash, 2020). Some time ago, the time the medical services industry (described by specialists who controlled the tertiary considerations) was anticipated to move into the data age (separated by patients residing in the medical care habitat). Clinical judgment was relatively isolated from automatic and adaptive progress impairment in the past. Alongside making more noteworthy, adjustable, and the $27 billion government speculation has validated irrelevant computerized abundance drivers, the massive change in US clinical advantages under the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act of 2009. Endowments and individual Interest in state-of-the-art abundance expanded to more than $3.5 billion in 2017. Modernized thriving can speed up, smooth out, and further extend clinical evaluation endeavors while decreasing expenses (Ricciardi et al., 2019).

This improvement could work with and advance more standard randomized clinical starters (RCTs), which is especially critical as RCTs are turning out to be progressively over the top and perplexing, deferred to finish, and are carving out opportunities to incorporate outcomes (Konttila et al., 2019). The consolidation of mechanized movements into clinical commencement ought to be investigated. In any case, there is essential to notice these improvements to empower more unobtrusive and reasonable establishments. Maybe the potential gain of mechanical riches for clinical and research thinking will be valued when specific difficulties have been settled concerning information quality, security, openness, affirmation, and the requirement for guidelines (Chatterjee et al., 2021).

Utilization of computerized wellbeing innovation as an asymptomatic instrument. Fast advances in the handling force of electronic improvements have engaged the upgrade of A.I., figuring that affiliations like Facebook, Amazon, and Google used to develop search inquiries and limited time conditions further. These estimations emerged from the multiplication of misleading idea networks during the 1940s and 1950s, which endeavored to imitate the reaction of human cerebrum neurons to exterior upgrades as a source of inspiration learning and model acknowledgment. One representation of the value of this brain network arose out of the frontal cortex network examinations driven by Gulshan et al. to help the revelation of diabetic retinopathy (Bukowski et al., 2020). Huge examinations have recognized lymph hub metastases in illness in the wake of deciding slippery chest movement utilizing entire slide pathology. Different evaluations try to use progress in client wearable recognition to help the clinical disclosure of ordinary sicknesses (Santosh & Gaur, 2021).
For instance, the Apple Heart Study assessed whether Apple Watch could perceive irregular heart rhythms, for instance, atrial fibrillation (Ganguli et al., 2020). Given the tremendous clinical and helpful results of atrial fibrillation, this study exhibits the potential for cutting-edge shopping things under clinical thought. While these outcomes support, the following stage joins the choice of these potential applications and the different computations in existing clinical screening projects and thinking models. It surveys their effect on treatment and results by evaluating whether Apple Watch can recognize irregular heart rhythms, for instance, atrial fibrillation. Given the tremendous clinical and restorative results of perceiving atrial fibrillation, this study shows the capability of a high-level client thing in clinical advantage. Nonetheless, these outcomes are enabling; the going with stages are merged choosing the reasonableness of this application and different computations in existing clinical screening projects and thinking models and reviewing their effect on treatment and results (Bhavnani et al., 2020).

Present-day wellbeing as sickness the executives and choice help apparatus is fundamental. Electronic success advancements can likewise drive flourishing results by growing patient commitments for steady parental consideration, shutting correspondence, and associations perceiving people to take care of patient issues (Chatzakis et al., 2018). For instance, BlueStar is most likely the earliest application (application) supported by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) as a lead plate structure diabetes mellitus. This application requires treatment from a specialist and includes the patient titrating insulin portion utilizing a prohibitive insulin mini-computer. Choice help applications look at interruption as a massive reason for out-of-office occasions while engaging patients to work on their clinical issues (Pivodic et al., 2022).

Their accomplishment was a significant driver of how simple to utilize or complex these devices and electronic trades were for patients. The quick advancement of infection devices abroad has broadened administrative recommendations. The last draft course from the FDA has taken a gander at some of the issues concerning clinical and patient choice guides (Bluethmann et al., 2018). The FDA controls programs that meet the significance of devices under segment 201 (h) of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act. It integrates an elective help program that considers everything. Segment 3060 (a) of the Cures Act rethinks this definition to preclude unequivocal choices to help delicate things of clinical significance. Such a program introducing discoveries or remedial ideas ought to permit clinical advantage specialists to survey the support for such recommendations genuinely; the point is not such a massive amount for riches specialists to by, and large depend on this proposition to impact clinical bearing (Coorevits et al., 2013).

Suppose choice help programs do not show the support behind such a suggestion. The delicate thing could depend on the standard as a clinical computerized wellbeing device to increment research initiates. Patient enlistment is primarily noted as the place of Achilles effect of insightful clinical investigations, especially RCTs; It is not sufficient to pick essentials consistently face creation costs, valuable open doors are extended quite far, or even cutbacks. MyHeart exhibits the potential utility of utilizing mechanical success headways to increment early information exchanges. The Counts CardiovascularHealth Study
chose 48,986 patients from March 2015 to October 2015, utilizing Apple Research (Ahmad et al., 2020).

Wellbeing eHeart concentrates on center around cardiology. Confidential Investment in Digital Health per Year From 2011 to Venture capital and individual premium in mechanical flourishing has expanded, as a rule, outflanking 3.5 billion dollars in 2017 and reissued with endorsement from Rock Health (Al Kuwaiti et al., 2018). Electronic specialists have selected >140,000 (endorsed) individuals. They utilize current improvements to draw in conspicuous partners over the long run. People seek extra tests and substudies, intently organizing the different wearable sensors into the informational index. Online amusement will, in general, be one more road for the augmentation of patient enlistment to application-based enrollment. MyHeart Counts and Health Hearts show the customary utilization of state-of-the-art innovation intolerant enlistment; however, whether the gadget can foster choice in other standard presentations should be researched (Ryan et al., 2014).

In addition, the sad consequences of modern development planning in clinical work processes, such as confusing reductions in proficiency, loss of patient-specialist participation, and creation of storage facilities in clinical benefit meetings, warrant further survey (Elwyn et al., 2013). To design awareness of modern prosperity advances in clinical utility transportation and clinical assessment, cross-border agents from academia, industry, professional affiliations, managerial bodies, and government associations met for a December 2016 meeting of research organizations in Washington, DC (for an overview about social events, assuming no one cares. The hallmarks of this meeting are as follows; 1) To appreciate the ongoing scene of cutting-edge prosperity development in the transportation of clinical and primary clinical considerations with technology. 2) To understand the problems and limitations for developing and collecting this progress in supporting community health care. 3) Identify potential digital plans using perspectives from providers, industry, regulatory associations, payers, and critical social fabrics.

Based on evidence and the benefits of digital applications in supporting medical services, we want to review more intensely to understand the benefits of digital tools in the medical world (Bates et al., 2014).

**Method**

This second part will describe the implementation and stages of data collection for the study to improve digital-based public health service strategies in an era of advanced technology (Shuval et al., 2011) because this study relies on a public service strategy. The data that we excel at is sourced from health literature and technology from various sources, such as published journals and websites that actively discuss improving the quality and strategy of public health services (Ng et al., 2018). The data we collect is then studied under a phenomenological approach, such as coding the data, evaluating, and drawing conclusions so that the data answers the problems we are studying. Meanwhile, our study reporting follows a descriptive qualitative design system that addresses the previous study report model that actively raises health and technology issues. These include the
stages of data collection and final reporting of health and technology studies (O’Brien et al., 2014).

**Discussion**

**The Importance of Digital Health Data**

The rapid development of the modernization of medical technology in this decade, coupled with the Covid-19 pandemic, has turned into a gas pedal in sharp contrast to the overall example of today’s work progress that affects different lifestyles, work models, and business frameworks, considering for the prosperity area (Bai, 2020). High-level development has become a fundamental part of the prosperity of today’s organizations, where electronic data is a big payoff for providers and patients or clients. With the experience gained during the Covid-19 pandemic, it is appropriate to re-evaluate the approach of welfare organizations in the era of data-based modernization. The iterative pattern of abundance of wealth data must be achieved by knowing board norms, data for investigation, progress, and procedure making, and understanding progress that brings new encounters into preventive clinical considerations and public services in various contexts and applications (Jin, 2015).

Like this, clinical judgment specialists must take necessary action. First and foremost, create data snippets on leader techniques while developing other supporting thinking given insightful data. Second, the ability of firms in data combination, data sharing, and data maintenance, but more on data-driven progress (Nshimyuukiza et al., 2016). The various high-level prosperity applications made during the pandemic, such as PeduliLindung, should have helped in special and effective screening and followers. In addition, this temporary extension is far from discussing using telemedicine to limit pollution transmission and control the spread of Covid-19. In these circumstances, the obligation should be to maintain an organized individual well-being record, with direct and secure access for patients, caregivers, and providers of clinical judgment within a natural framework. In 2021, the Ministry of Health will see 2,249 health centers, 10,203 puskesmas, 30,199 pharmacies, and 9,752 drug stores. On the other hand, the central and surrounding states make more than 400 prosperity appeals (Seidi et al., 2015).

With so many workplaces and healthcare applications, it is sure to create partitioned medical data and traditional boundaries in data standardization and exchange. This condition affects the direction of welfare activities, which has not been fully established in comprehensive data, thus affecting inefficient welfare organizations (Lysaght et al., 2019). Of course, appreciation should be given to the Ministry of Health, which has started the main stage of the Indonesia Health Service (IHS), which connects all organic processes for prosperity industry players to reveal one welfare data. It is essential to focus on meeting the detailed requirements of business processes, data exchange frameworks, and data security that do not stop at associations and declarations. More than that, it is standard to influence more beneficial prosperity organizations. In modern era 4.0, health information can be created using detection technology through electronic health examination devices, artificial intelligence processing, and connection
correspondence between a collection of health servers for public health services (Ghazal, 2021).

The presence of health data integrates all conspicuous information independently, including section data, clinical history, test results, insurance information, and other information used to identify patients or provide welfare organizations, including clinical considerations. Some time ago, the welfare and security of electronic data were again included (Dash et al., 2019). Data security is a problem in client data spills at BPJS Kesehatan and Tokopedia. However, it was reviewed again in the media regarding the data security of the PeduliLindung application. In the realm of prosperity, alarms are critical at all periods of the data lifecycle. This spill of information can fundamentally affect the lives of individuals, high protection installments, and business incidents due to clinical history. Finally, there is no reason to reject the presence of digital applications in evaluation and health services in the modern era (Alauddin et al., 2021).

Health data protection

In modern era 4.0, health information can be produced using detection technology through electronic health monitoring devices, registering A.I., and connection correspondence between collections of health servers. Welfare data integrates only conspicuous information, including section data, clinical history, test results, insurance information, and other information used to identify patients or provide welfare organizations, including clinical considerations (Singh et al., 2020). Several times before, the issue of computerized information security and insurance has been brought up again. Previously, information security was a problem in spilling client information on BPJS Kesehatan and Tokopedia. The issue was again discussed in the media regarding the information security of the PeduliLindung application. In well-being, alerts are critical at all phases of the information lifecycle. This data spill can affect the individual’s life (harassment), high insurance payments, and job misfortune due to clinical history (Tanwar et al., 2020).

Given the importance of safety, protection, and trust in data, there is a requirement for guidelines and moral codes that oversee the information security of medical services (Zarour et al., 2020). Moreover, as a source of information, the general public needs to understand the security, protection, and most authentic parts of their information to increase the recognition of good health information. In 2020, public authorities stated that the security of individual information in Indonesia had been managed by the region and, to some extent, spread over 31 regulations and guidelines. However, these guidelines do not fully control the security of individual information. In addition, public authorities have submitted the PDP Bill to the People’s Representative Council, which has not yet been ratified as a regulation. The Electoral District Representative Law is needed as a legal basis for providing security, guidelines, and authorization burdens for the misuse of individual information, including computerized health information. In this unique situation, it is essential to support the people’s council so that the guidelines can be immediately ratified to become a reference and reason for permanent partners, mainly to protect the local area (Dehling et al., 2015).
Reason to use digital as an evaluation tool

The health area is one area that relies on much paper the traditional way. The timeframe for obtaining health services from the enrollment cycle to modest recovery is very poor for patients (Garabedian et al., 2017). The use of innovation, for example, advanced personality in health, can help overcome this problem. Based on a review conducted at a clinic in Central Java, the perceived consequence of this information is that the traditional hanging time for patients from the enrollment segment is 15 minutes, the polyclinic area is 30 minutes, and the drugstore segment is 40 minutes. Minutes and the officer segment is 15 minutes. The absolute typical time from arrival to completion is 100 minutes, whereas according to the Decree of the Minister of Health, short-term patient waiting time is approximately one hour (Lotven, 2016). Although the era has shifted to computerization, paper use in the health sector is still reasonably common, for example, in emergency clinics. The welfare office in the United States even produces nearly 2 billion grams of waste paper and cardboard every year.

For example, in the manual documentation process, patients come directly to complete the registration structure, which is also why this area continues to follow the use of paper. Although it looks less qualified, this fact has happened in the field for a significant period (Ajami, 2016). According to an IDC report in the Electronic Health Reporter, the underlying explanation for emergency clinics, centers, and other medical care associations continuing to use paper results from an inappropriate board’s framework or innovation record. The innovations provided by the association often do not match the needs in the field. Another explanation is that many work processes still require paper documentation, such as registration structures, marking clinical care approval structures, etc. It is not that there are no innovations that support regular job training; However, using related innovations in welfare is not ideal. Another explanation is that many work processes still require paper documentation, such as registration structures, marking clinical care approval structures, etc. It is not that there are not any innovations that support regular job training; However, using related innovations in the welfare sector is not ideal (De Rosa, 2017).

The pandemic outbreak some time ago became one of the tensions for all fields to start adapting computerized innovations to help run their business, not including the welfare sector. A review from Red Hat also revealed that by 2020 as many as 59% of its customers have plans for computerized change. Innovation has significantly influenced the way individuals act in shopping, exchange, and the world. The general public in the welfare sector has not experienced the same thing. According to research from the Mckinsey Global Institute, there are three main barriers to implementing progressive change in the welfare field: culture and mentality (views), structure, and administrative authority (Zhu, 2014).

Therefore, the computerized system should be not only a vision and mission for the region but also an essential part of completing work for all staff in this association. Patient ID is the most common way to collect data/information and offers a clue consisting of clinical record number and patient personality (Shortliffe et al., 2014). The motivation behind this interaction is to separate one patient from another. However, this stage is often time-consuming because the
framework relies on ordinary strategies. For example, patients must repeatedly complete the registration framework even though they have enrolled in the clinic. Likewise, patient cycles spend most of the day because emergency clinic staff, especially hospitals, need to view patient history through stacks of records stored in file organizers (Stuebing & Miner, 2011).

However, this manual cycle also often experiences blunders. Apart from Fierce Healthcare, medical clinics in the United States experienced misfortunes estimated at 1.5 million dollars and 6 billion dollars to related businesses due to inappropriate patients. It requests a copy of the patient data record and repeats the clinical treatment. In addition to interactions, medical record receipts are also carried out and stored physically (Stuebing & Miner, 2011). In fact, according to research led by The Pew Charitable Trusts, 61% of adults need access to clinical records via their mobile phones. This reality shows that patients are inclined toward everything computerized and technology.

Patient ID is the most common way to collect data/information and offers a clue consisting of clinical record numbers and patient personality (Wager et al., 2021). The reason for this interaction is to separate one patient from another. However, this stage is often time-consuming because the framework relies on traditional techniques. For example, patients have to fill in the registration form more than once even though they have previously registered at a medical clinic. Patient ID This process also takes up most of the day because emergency clinic staff, especially hospitals, need to search patient history through the stacks of records stored in file organizers. However, this manual I.D. process often goes wrong. Departing from Fierce Healthcare, emergency clinics in the United States experienced misfortunes valued at 1.5 million dollars and 6 billion dollars in related efforts due to incorrect patient I.D.s. These results copy patient data records and repeat clinical judgments (Murdoch & Detsky, 2013).

Even though I.D. interactions, entry into clinical records are also, in general, physically performed and stored. According to a review led by The Pew Charitable Trusts, 61% of American adults need access to clinical records via their mobile phones. This reality shows that patients tend to do everything that is computerized and robotized (Porter et al., 2018).

Several things must be completed as a condition for the digitization of welfare. The board should ideally be able to complete the digitization of welfare administration and the digitization of welfare. In simple terms, some of these include; in a perfect world, in all health care organizations, both in FKTP and FKRTL, there are human resources who have Information Technology capabilities. Faculty accessibility with I.T. This capability will significantly assist the implementation of welfare digitization (Jove, 2019). This type of I.T. staff is still rarely owned by welfare administration foundations. Existing workforce Most of them are lecturers with extraordinary abilities in welfare. Surprisingly, there is a labor shortage in welfare skills in specialists, medical nurses, birth assistants, and drug specialists. Most welfare workers today are youths aged twenty to thirty who are more educated about digitization than in the past, so this will support the implementation of digitizing public health (Auerbach & Bates, 2020).
Expenditure planning and its foundation is that good spending planning must uphold the implementation of welfare digitization. The financial plan includes, among other things, addressing issues of office acquisition, support, web network acquisition, skills preparation, and application rental (Larsson et al., 2019). The Planning Health Office has implemented BLU to be more adaptive in monitoring and utilizing their spending plans to assist the implementation of digitization. Apart from H.R., the accessibility of the framework plays a vital role in implementing digitization. Quality programs, equipment, and support devices must be met and claimed by health administration organizations to assist in the implementation of health digitization (Larsson & Teigland, 2019). As a guideline to provide rules in implementing welfare digitization, guidelines are needed. Guidelines are made so that everything completed in the digitization of welfare is guaranteed to be carried out safely and does not cause misfortune and problems. It is hoped that there will be guidelines so that the implementation of welfare digitization is carried out according to previously established norms (Noda, 2020).

**Scientific evidence in the Public Health Project**

Recently, experimental evidence to assist general health strategies has been developed empathetic. This occurs as a calculated enhancement characteristic of the development of the provenance-based drug (Kostagiolas & Katsani, 2021). The National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence is responsible for establishing evidence-based public health regulations in the UK. However, trading "evidence-based" thinking from clinical practice to general health is not easy. General prosperity decisions are taken with the environment and even the country rather than the individual as a unit of intercession (Smania et al., 2020). Accessible evidence recommends that different segments of the population respond to typically indistinguishable mediations and that mediations acting on the well-being of a population can also increase public health imbalances. In this way, focusing on the average impact of mediation may miss an essential qualification. Some authors argue that evidence-based ways of addressing general well-being can increase welfare imbalances. This would probably reflect the same trend as the development of experimental evidence, for example, leaning toward younger age groups, severe diseases, and medication (Roman, 2021).

The number and nature of explorations in general health are not exact in clinical practice, and assurances about their continuity are low. Transferring "evidence-based" ideas from people to networks expands the importance of setting and implies that randomized controlled introductions are often inappropriate. In addition, the assessment provided by the planned exploration plan is unimaginable in many areas of public health. General health navigation, and the impact of testing, are also more confusing. General health strategies are challenging to characterize because most full-scale settings affect well-being. Therefore, he manages strategy making in all areas, including finance, agriculture, transportation, metropolitan preparation, and error. Then, when techniques for surveying the feasibility of complex mediation are developed, the interaction effects will become more pronounced (Blakey et al., 2018).

The large number of people influenced by the broad medical approach gathers the need for a good route. When Chalmers, Macintyre, and Petticrew fight, "unfalsified
expectations and reasonable speculation alone are satisfactory justifications for decisions about open ventures that impact the presence of others.” To drive solid general prosperity techniques, confirmations must cover a broad range of effects (Blakey et al., 2018). Unlike confirmation-based prescriptions, where randomized controlled fundamentals and practical studies are drawn, verification for general health methodologies is very confusing. The procedure cycle combines the steps: framing the problem, fixing the decision, and executing it in a short time. The expected confirmation on each move is generally unique (Flahault et al., 2017). Appropriately, public health confirmation should consolidate requests for multiple intercessors; furthermore, affiliation, enforcement, and eligibility are not routinely covered by research evidence. For these situations, the evidence for general well-being is more than slightly flawed, complete, or unequivocal. Research findings are rarely authoritative or strong enough to include elective accentuations. They generally require a translation to execute. Proposed springs for extra evidence include eligible assessments, contextual analysis, social qualities, and patient tendencies (Imison et al., 2016).

Despite the complex dynamic climate, several critical studies have uncovered how public health leaders use research evidence in their work. We conducted a systematic survey to integrate recently emerged findings to uncover how public health leaders use screening evidence. There is evidence to recommend that providers and policymakers have a different point of view when dealing with medical care frameworks that rely primarily on personalized medicine than where all-inclusive inclusion is afforded based on mandatory health care coverage or tax collection. We strictly limit our detailed survey to countries with medical services for all inclusions (Rivera et al., 2019).

**Conclusion**

Finally, this study arrived after studying various literature sources to obtain scientific evidence from previous studies to answer the problem of digital-based health service strategies in public health service efforts. We believe that this elephant has obtained scientific evidence supporting efforts to answer this problem. Among other things, we conclude the importance of health data in the digital era. Because the demands of the times want the health world to be supported by data and, in other words, digitalization in all service sectors. Furthermore, we have also understood that health data also require protection so that information and public services can be online with accurate and transparent technology-based.

Furthermore, we find several reasons why the use of digital in health evaluation is absolute. Working with this digital manual system is not a solution considering that all public service sectors have been integrated into innovative and reliable fast-paced services. Next, we also found that the scientific epidemic said that the public health project must indeed be carried out in an essential professional manner so that public data and regulations can be appropriately maintained. With our findings from various health data sources and the power of technology, we say that public health services are still undergoing transformation and innovation that are no less important than other public service sectors, such as the education business. These are among other important points that we can
summarize in a study that aims to understand the evidence from studies that say digital applications are very helpful in improving digital-based health services for the community.
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